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PictureScape® Exhibit System –
Custom Shaped Signs and Structures

Custom Shaped Displays to Fit Your Brand
Step outside of square! PictureScape® allows you to create a look that complements your graphics and supports your brand. Create
nearly any angular shape imaginable.

Streamlined Look
PictureScape allows your brand graphics and message to
stand out with a frame that is nearly invisible and an
exclusive, patented graphic connection system that is hidden
beneath the surface for a clean brand presentation.

Layers Add Interest
With PictureScape’s slim profile, you can create interest using
depth and lighting in conjunction with your graphics and still
have ample room for booth staff interaction and functional
workstations.

Modular Flexibility
Create unique shapes for a variety of exhibit sizes and
applications – kiosks, portable displays, larger inline exhibits,
structures for islands and hanging signs. PictureScape works
with other Skyline modular systems to achieve the perfect
design to meet your objectives.
PictureScape® accessories – shelves and literature
holders – are easily repositioned to fit changing needs.
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Branded Inlines, Hanging Signs and Kiosks
Simple, One-Tool Installation
PictureScape’s frame assembles quickly with a simple Allen
wrench.
FlexLock® Fabric Connection
Skyline’s proprietary fabric connection system is concealed
for a clean, professional look and allows for easy installation.
Telescoping Low Voltage Lighting
Lights position anywhere along the frame and telescope to
variable lengths and angles.
Double-Sided Frames
PictureScape can carry graphics on both sides making it
perfect for stand-alone kiosks in lobbies, retail settings or
trade shows. PictureScape conceals wires between graphics.
Flexible to Fit Varying Spaces
Frame sections can be reconfigured to fit different booth
sizes. Use sections of your larger exhibit to fit smaller spaces
or add on to your smaller exhibit as you grow.
Perfect for Hanging Structures
Create custom shapes to be seen from afar. Lightweight
PictureScape structures can be a part of your exhibit design
above the trade show floor.
Protective Shipping Case
Most 10’ (3 m) PictureScape displays, including lights and
accessories, will fit in a single, soft-sided case with handles
and wheels for easy transport.
Available for Rent
Exhibit infrequently? Rent your exhibit hardware now and
leave future design possibilities open. Or rent additional
components for a larger presence at your major show.
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